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1837: Louis Daguerre created images on silver-plated copper
1840s: First appearance of daguerreotypes in this country and 
by 1850 there were over 50 studios in New York
1860: Studio photography became popular with the creation of 
carte de viste prints
1874:: Dry plates were manufactured commercially.
1880:George Eastman, set up Eastman Dry Plate Company in 
New York. First half-tone photograph appeared in a daily 
newspaper.
1888: First Kodak camera, contained a 20-foot roll of paper, 
enough for 100 2.5-inch diameter circular pictures.
1889: Improved Kodak camera with roll of film instead of paper
1893: Columbian Exposition in Chicago- promoted popularity of the 
picture postcard
1900: Kodak Brownie box roll-film camera was introduced.
1903:Kodak folding camera with postcard size negatives
1935:Kodachrome developed
1940:Color film commercially available

EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1870: George D Wilcox opened a photo gallery on the corner of 
Butler St. and Hoffman. He was probably the first photographer to 
hang out a shingle here and may have taken early photos of 
Singapore, Old Harbor area, the new piers and the newly 
completed bridge to Douglas.



O R Johnson mill - Singapore ca 1870



Looking west from Oxbow bend 1870



New bridge over the Kalamzoo - 1870



Newly completed pier, lighthouse and Fishtown  1870



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1874: First known image of Saugatuck made from top of Mt Baldhead



Looking southeast from Baldhead 1874



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1878: It began when Herman Carlton Simonson was born on a farm near Saugatuck



1878: He was born  Herman Carlton Simonson - Only son of Simon and Maria Simonson,  Norwegian immigrants

This photo taken ca 1918 from left to right are:
Sofie Roblyer - sister; Jean Simonson - son; Maria Simonson Mother; Erma Crowe Simonson - wife



Basket factory Douglasworkers ca 1900



Roblyer, Simonson and Reid families ca 1916



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1880: Miller Robinson, jeweler and photographer set up shop on the village square on Butler St



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1880: Miller Robinson, jeweler and photographer set up shop on the village square on Butler St



Spring 1895 - Miller Robinson high resolution panorama



EARLY HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SAUGATUCK

1890s: Tourism begins to grow and visitors send postcards to friends and family in the city

1904: Simonson enrolls in the Photography School of Illinois in Effingham

1905: Simonson graduates, returns home and starts making a living with his photo work

1908: In partnership with Harry Olson, he opens Simonson Studio









With the passage of the Private Mailing Card Act in 1898 postcards, came into wide use in the United States. 
The act freed private publishers from government restrictions which favored government issued cards. In the 
next few years the demand for postcards grew and  the craze to send and collect them spread rapidly. 

This golden age of postcard publishing from 1898 to 1920 coincided with a boom in Saugatuck  tourism. 
Herman Simonson grabbed the brass ring of opportunity to make his photo hobby his business. Simonson 
had an eye for the kind of photo that made a great postcard and Saugatuck was the place that had it all, 
including visitors with money to spend. 

There were plenty of Chicagoans who wanted to remind the folks back home of the good times on the 
beach, at the Big Pavilion, climbing Mt. Baldhead, camping along the river, boating--what a wonderful 
vacation they were having!  

Postcards and Saugatuck



Operating from his shop-studio on Culver Street (site of the Loaf & Mug and Hercules) and a smaller 
shop on Water Street near the ferry landing, he and assistants took thousands of photographs. Their 
greatest contribution to the record of our history was the production of “real photo” postcards taken 
between 1907 and 1920. 

These postcards were imaged on glass plate or film and provided a sharp postcard sized photograph 
for the front of the card. The back of the card was divided for the address and the message. Simonson 
or one of his assistants would take a photo (at the scene of the action), develop the negative 
overnight, print it with duplicates on heavy postcard sized photo paper and deliver the order the next 
day. In addition to custom order, good shot postcards were sold to the public. 

The resulting cards are an excellent and now quite scarce, historical record. Original cards are highly 
prized by collectors - check them out on Ebay! The best photos were distinctively lettered in Herman’s  
hand sometimes with a short description and the distinctively printed,  “Photo By H. C. Simonson.” 

Simonson embellished the interesting scene with both natural and manufactured props. His 
innovations included -Dynamite[s] the donkey- fancy touring cars, a ferry full of ladies, big lake 
steamers, crowds streaming into the brightest spot on the Great Lakes! 























































My life touched the life of Herman Simonson when I went to work for his 
son Carlton in the summer of 1951. Herman had died that spring. Carlton 
operated the inherited family business which was located across Culver St 
from my Grandmother’s home.

This was my first real job and I worked for Carlton and his wife Irene for 
the next five summers. The Simonson Studio business included selling 
cameras and film. In addition Carlton did weddings and studio portraits, 
but the big business was the overnight processing of black and white roll 
film for tourists visiting the area. This had replaced the postcard business 
of 1910-1950.

A PERSONAL POSTSCRIPT









Sheridan family history by postcard 

George H Sheridan lighthouse 
keeper 1909-1915



The postcard was made by the 
Simonson-Olson Studio in 
Saugatuck. The postmark is June 5, 
1909

The scene is the Old Harbor. 

The card reads:

The place that I get my meals is 
marked on the card. I have the 
property receipts done and mailing  
them today. Will write a good letter 
tomorrow.  

George



THIS 
            IS                      
                 THE 
                           END
                                     FOLKS !!


